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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

To:

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

l~~'\~
Date: 01

SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

April 1991. April 1994

From: HQ CIVPOL

45

Covering period from 31 March 94 06.00 hrs to 01 April .94, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

During this period the tension level in and around Kigali remained the same as the day
before although there were no mayor incidents anymore.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1 On 30 March 94 at 22.00 hrs two persons were arrested and brought to the prison of
KICUKIRO, after one ofthem was disarmed because he wanted to shoot some one in
a bar last night. UNAMIR was asked to contact the GdN to release them from prison.
This information came from the LO ofthe FPR. The persons should be Tutsi's.
Civpol infonned the DO ofthe sector HQ that we will start an investigation, but that it is
not the task ofCivpol to tell the GdN to set them free.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.
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2.3. Miscellaneous:

Concerning the vehicle full ofammunition (the one that had a car crash near the CND)
CIVPOL got a written permission from the Public Prosecutor to explode this grenades.
The E.O.Dteam is informed and the disposal is supposed to take place on 1 April 94 , at
14.00 hrs. The commander of C.R.C.D. is also informed about the facts.

Early in the morning of 01 April 94 there was a Weapon search action by the GdN
together with some CIVPOL teams. The opration was a succes, report will follow in
Sitrep 46. ...

2.4. Investigations:

2.4.1. About the killing of the C.R.D. member at NYAMIRAMBO in the night of30 March to 31
March 94, Civpol started investigations together with the GdN . The first results are, that
during this night several people were killed and hand grenades were thrown in the
surrounding. At the moment there is no more infonnation available and Civpol continues
to investigate this matter.

2.4.2. About the case ofthe two hand grenades that exploded in KIMISAGARA on the 29 March
94 (see sitrep Nr 44) CIVPOL found out that the woman in question is a Tutsi and she
had been threatened by unknown persons in the past. Their were no witnesses of this
attack.

2.4.3. Syntese from the investigation report related to the murdering ofMinister GATABAZI.
- The investigation in search for the murders ofMinister GATABAZI is done by the 1
Civpol investigation section in collaboration with the Prosecutor of the Republic.

- For the moment there are no material evidences that we can use easily to indicate
some suspects. Some links and statements, like the finding ofthe weapon (Kalachnikov)
in a field, near the place of the crime and the statement of the night watcher from
Medcins sans Frontieres, have to be taken in consideration for the continuing investi
gations.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers, The 4 Senegalese Gds who should have been transferred to Civpol still
not showed up at Civpol HQ.
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4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

J)R- \L---F\b l

SRSG
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)
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DAILY SITRE No. 43

HQCIVPOL

To:

From:

Covering period from 29.03.94,06.00 hrs to 30.03.94, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation during the day was calm, there were no major incidents.
During the night some incidents occurred.

1. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On the 29.03.94, at 18.20 h, a seriously injured person was found, beside the street
opposite CND, by a PM Team. The man was injured on his head. He was attacked by
unknown bandits, he was brought to Kigali Hospital by the PM Team.

2.1.1. On the 29.03.94, at 19.25 h a Police Monitor Team could hear a explosion near GdN
Brigade Remera. They went, together with GdN to the spot. One grenade had been thrown
on the "NOUVEAU MARCHE DE REMERA" . 2 people were injured. The GdN suspect,
that there was a meeting ofINTERHAMWE in progress, at this spot. The 2 injured
persons have been brought to Kigali Hospital by CIVPOL.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.
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2.3. ~;scellaneous:

2.3.1. MilObs is using VHF channel 11 every day, some hours to transmit their sitreps.
We suggest to provide 1 more channel.

2.3.2. The commander ofGdN NYAMIRAMBO informed CIVPOL about the message of
the RTLM. RTLM said, that the GdN ofNYAMIRAMBO arrested people, which
ignored the curfew, are already in prison for more than one week.

2.3.3. Yesterday there was a meeting between CIVPOL and the commander of the CRCD.
He was informed by the minister of defence, with new orientations about the murder
of minister GATABAZI. the information he gave us is, like he declared, coming from
political side and must be verified.
The new information's which are not confirmed in the investigation yet, are all indications
that the responsibility for the murder, must be on FPR side. Also the public prosecutor
gave us information from his ministry, who informed him, that the murder must be found
on CDR side.
Those new elements are very strange, because they can not be confirmed with what the
investigation shows until now.
Both: Commander CRCD and Public Prosecutor informed us that some pressure, coming
from ministry ofjustice side, and some warnings were formulated at the address of the
prosecutor, on the arrest ofMc. RWAGATHRA Faustion (manager ofLas Vegas
Bar).
We were informed by very reliable sources, that somebody, who works rather close with
the president, asked for detailed information, on the arrest of this person.

2.4.lnvestiglltions:

2.4.1. On the 28.03.94, at 07.50 h, CIVPOL received an information about a grenade explosion
near the residence of the prime minister (sitrep No. 42). A CIVPOL patrol contacted the
Prime Minister, who stated, that there was not any explosion in his area.

\.- 3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic: /
15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties. /
In order to be able to perform duty in and around Kigali, as planned and commanded
by UNAMIR HQ, it is necessary to provide, on short terms, at least 7 additional vehicles
and more office furniture.
14 radios, 1 base station.
Urgent need of military maps. ;
Telephone installed: No 85748 /
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the office. /

I
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

HQCIVPOL

Date: 29. March 1994

By f.f--No.

SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)
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DAI~~I;:; ~N~. 42

To:

From:

Covering period from 28.03.94,06.00 hrs to 29.03.94,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation stayed calm , there were no major incidents during this period. But the tension
is still increasing, because the set-up of the BBTG failed the 5th time.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

c
2.1.1. On the 28.03.94, at 07.50 h, CIVPOL received an information, that on the 27.03.94, at

21.10 h, one grenade exploded 300 m north west of the residence ofthe Prime Minister.
Belgian BAT sent a Patrol in that area. Nobody was injured.
GdN Brigade Remera is investigating the case.

2.1.2. On the 28.03.94, at 09.40 h, CIVPOL received an information, that one civilian person
tried to enter the CND building without permission. He was arrested by the GdN.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. MIScellaneous:
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would like to precise,~t during the weekly meeting between CIVPOL and staffof the
GdN, on 28.03.94, in IVPOL HQ, the insufficient co-operation in such important
.investigations, like th murder ofminister GATABASI, were discussed. The Chief of Staff
of the GdN, agr~ that the co-operation between both sides was not free and open.
Finally the chietOfstaffstated, that he will do the best, for setting up better coordinations
on those investigations.
Comments ofCIVPOL: We are very doubtful on this last statement, because not only the
GdN is actually involved in the investigations, but also the Minister ofDefence and the
Army and on the other hand, the Minister ofJustice intervenes also.

2.4. Investigations:

2.4.1. On the 28.03.94, at 21.45 h, the CIVPOL Liaison Section received an information, that the
live of the Prosecutor ofthe Republic is in danger. The prosecutor arrested last Friday the
bar manager ofthe bar "Las Vegas" (in presence ofCIVPOL officers, see Daily Sitrep
No. 39) This man is a member ofthe PSD Party and local leader ofthe INTERHAMWE.
He was arrested for prohibition. He is also suspected to know more about the assault on
Mr. GATBASI. The prosecutor is now receiving threats from different sides. They put
him under pressure and want him to liberate that man. The prosecutor refuses, because the
arrest is legal.

oday the foreseen procedure will fill in, to make an official request for his protection.
rom CIVPOL side, we insist very hard, that this man shall get his protection. We are

ready to explain the FC and the political branch ofUNAMIR. why he must be protected.

2.4.2. On the 26.03.94, at 22.00 h, unknown bandits attacked the residence ofthe conseiller de
secteur. 3 people got injured. The bodyguard of the conseiller fired back, but they did not
hurt anyone ofthe attackers.

3. Current ManDgwer:

51 Police Officers
The 4 Senegalese Gendarmes, who were transferred from UNMOS to CIVPOL, didn't show
up for duty, at CIVPOL HQ yet!

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
2 Vehicles are still in the workshop for repair.
To be able to perform duty in and around Kigali, as planned and commanded by UNAMIR
HQ, it is necessary, to provide on short terms at least 7 additional vehicles and more office
furniture.
14 radios, 1 base station.
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the office.
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

To: SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

<:

From: HQ CIVPOL rolL
DAILY SITREP No. 41

Covering period from 27 March 06.00 hrs to 28 March 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

During this period the general situation stayed calm there were no mayor incidents, although
there is some tense under the population because the B.B.T.G. was not installed like foreseen.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 27 March a local boy was beaten up by unknown attackers near the C.N.D. for
unknow reason. He was seriously injured and brought to the FAYSAL hospital for
treatment. This matter will be handled by a CIVPOL -PMT .

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous:

2.4. Investigations:

N.T.R.

N.T.R.
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3. Current Manpower:

2

51 Police Officers
On 22 March 94 the military Division of UNAMIR has transferred 4 Senegal Gdn from
UNMOS to CIVPOL. But until now they did not report to CIVPOL for duty! !!

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

Date: 26. March 1994

c

To: SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ) ~""

?

From: HQ CIVPOL ~L~~

DAILY SITREP No.39

Covering period from 25 March 94 06.00 hrs to 26 March 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation in KIGALI was tensed because the installing ofB.B.T.G.
There were no mayor incidents during this period. CIVPOL alert status is GREEN.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. Onthe 25.03.94 at 1800 hrs CIVPOL received message form that one (1) Local civilian
was injured while cutting grass near a house in KICUKIRO.
While cutting the grass his tool must have streak a hand grenade and exploded.
The man received injury on his person.

2.1.2. On the 25.03.94 at 2045 hrs CIVPOL received message form from UNAMIRHQ that one
(1) person needs help because some criminals may attack his house.
CIVPOL went to the scene ofthe incident. There are still investigating this mater together
with GdN.

2.1.3 In the night of24.03.94 at 2250 hrs. A Gd patrol arrested a local police guard at
Petrowanda station in NYAMIRAMBO. The guard was on duty, but was drunken.
He threaded 10 un guilty persons whit his kalnachnikov. The Gd secured the gun and the
police guard ,was given to the prefecture de ville de KIGALI. NYAMIRAMBO Gd makes
the investigation.

RECEIVED
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2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Miscellaneous:

N.T.R.

c

2.3.1. On 25.03.94 at 1500 hrs a meeting was held in the office of the Public Prosecutor
concerning the killing of the Minister ofPublic Work. From CIVPOL: Inspec KRANZL,
Comm.ASSIH and Maj DELPORT were present at the meeting.
The Prosecutor informed CIVPOL about the new information and statements.
Then CIVPOL went together with the Prosecutor to the bar "LAS VEGAS" to make an
investigation. As this bar is an illegal brothel the Prosecutor arrested the owner on the
scene. The person was brought to KIGALI prison.

2A.Investigations: N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

. Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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NATIONS UNIi:.S
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ .' (~
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Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

To:

UNITED NATIONS
r;=::========'-~.==.~AS~S~TANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA•.ze~ ...., 4

.zr.-.J..:: ~~ ,

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP No.38

Covering period from 24 March 94 06.00 hrs to 25 March 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation stayed calm, there were no mayor incidents during this period. The tension is
increasing in KIGALI because the installing ofB.B.1.G.
CIVPOL alert status is RED.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 23.03.1994,20.00 hrs a handgrenade exploded in the sector RUGENGE in the district
NYARUGENGE. A group of 6 unknown people came in front of a shop in this sector.
One ofthem threw the grenade into the area of the house. Nobody was injured.
The GdN ofNYARUGENGEN makes an investigation.

2.1.2. In the night of24.03.1994 at about 23-24 Hrs one sound ofan grenade explosion was
heard in the area of the CND. There was no direct complaint in this case, but there were
several security checks.

2.1.3. During a patrol by PMT together with GdN the patrol found a young girl injured.
The girl was hurt with a knife by a group of bandits.
The Gd ofNYAMIRAMBO makes an investigation.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.
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2.3. Miscellaneous:

2.4. Investigations:

N.T.R.

2

Nr 57/PIS/94 . During the night of23.03.1994 to 24.03.1994, unkno\W burglars broke
into a storehouse at KIGALI International Airport. They removed two UN-Mail bags and
one Belgium Diplomatic mail bag.
The C.R.C.D did not start an investigation until now. CIVPOL will make the necessary
inquiries and is still investigating this matter. Full report will follow.

3. Current Manpower:

~ 51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

To: SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

-'

Date: 24. March 1994

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP No.37

Covering period from 23 March 94 06.00 hrs to 24 March 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation stayed calm, there were no mayor incidents during this period.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. In the night from 22 March to 23 March , the Gendarmerie from Nyamirambo
arrested 4 people, because they were in possession of one(1) hand grenade.

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Miscellaneous:

N.T.R.

UNAMIR Finance office requested from CIVPOL to escort the MSA on 24 March.
Two CIVPOL -Officers will do the job.

2.4. Investigations: N.T.R.
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3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Loe;istic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR .. CIVPOL .. HQ

To:

From:

SRSG
FC
CAO <~, .

Senior DutY:;lffiC.~ - HQ)

HQ CIVPO / /)~
e

DAILY SITREP No. 36

Date: 23; March 1994 .

RECEIVEr·
oFFIe!: OF ';;0

No. __ ny

Covering period from 22 March 94 06.00 hrs to 23 March 94 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation was calm, because there were no mayor incidents, during this period.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents: N.T.R.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous: N.T.R.

2.4. Investigations: N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers
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4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perrorm Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC



From: HQ CIVPOL- .
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DAILY SITREP No. 35
.;'

Covering period from 21.03.94, 0600 hrs to 22.03.94, 0600 hrs-

-,

1. General Situation:

The situation is still tense and this will probably increase ifthe B.B.T.G is not installed this
week.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 21 March between 11.10 hr and 12.05 Hr there was an illegal manifesta~n going
on workers of ELEKTROGAS , in Kigali town, because they had not been paid like
foreseen. /
The Gendarmerie intervented and struck the demonstration apart by the means of teargas
and batons. After this a group of 50 people continued in the direction ofthe CND
building. On their way ,the responsible ofthe group agreed to go with the local
Gendannerie to the Pirmatuur, to discus their matter. The whole manifestation had no
political background. .

2.1.2. There is a general mobilisation of security forces in Kigali to monitor, manifestations
planned by some political parties, which do not agree with the planned B.B.T.G
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2d~3 21 Match.94 at 0900 Hr ajournalist, IYUBAHl.1MPATSE lean:B~e.;,,}Vho
-:.:NV0r~ for the French BBC Service, was asSaulted tJy lo~s in his ~J,ido'~iden

·Y'. ".rI'he reason there fore was an article that he had Written·about the politicabsitJ.Ut.tion in
'R.WANDA The CIVPOL- PMT asked the Bde Comd o£KicUkii-o to patr()f the- . ,',,;:,
;"!ieighOOiUhood. . '~

... . . • .y>"'';~ .. , ';-'. .' I

2.1.4.1'he GeDcbumerie ofNYARUGENGE ,arrested two(2) Soldiers Who triedto se11 a'
'WeapOnin Kigali centre on 20 March 94. Weapon : Rifle R45,56 rom Nr 784706 .
The rifle has been confiscated by the GdN.

•

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R

2.3. MIScellaneous:
'.

c
CIVPOL has:been informed ofthe increasing drug problem in and around Kigali. Most of
the drugs are being distributed and consumed in 11 Kigali Night " and the 11 club Sportive'
Kigali ~'.

2.4. Investigations: "

In the case ofthe killing of the 5 people in KINllIIRA (56/PIS/94), it's almost not possible
to investigate the matter because we must operate in the DMZ -zone. There is no point of
contact for CIVPOL because the local Gendarmerie is not allowed to investigate. Only
MILOBS could take some infonnation. '

3. Current Manpower:

. 51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:
,

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone instaIIed:.No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: ~s requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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Date: 20. March 1994

RECEIVED
OFFICE OF S~SG
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HQCIVPOL

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

~~1

SRSG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

fnl·1l~ .
DAILY SITREP No. 33

To:

From:

,-
~

Covering period from 19.03., 06.00 hrs to 20.03.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General 'Situation:

The situation is tense due to the installation of BBTG on monday 21.03.1994.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 19.03.94, 19.55 hrs, the manager ofthe hotel "chez Lando" infonned CIVPOL by
phone that there was a hand grenade explosion in front ofthe hotel. Six (6) persons are
injured and they are taken to the hospital. The night patrol X-9 went to the place and
started the investigation.

2.1.2. On 19.03.94, 22.38 hrs, F-O infonned CIVPOL that there was a group ofpeople
surrounded by local gendarmerie in front ofthe UNAMIR-HQ-AMAHORO. The people
were Mota-taximen who mourned for one member of their group. The person died
because of sickness for many days. The local GdN was there reminding the people about
the curfew. After the first investigation there was no connection with the hand grenade
explosion near the "chez Lando".

2.1.3. CIVPOL patrol infonned CIVPOL HQ about a second grenade explosion at KABf4:A
near the airport ofKIGALI at 19.03.94,23.25 hrs. GdN REMERA investigated at
the scene ofthe incident. Nine persons were injured. CIVPOL is monitoring.

2.2. Accidents: NTR
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2.3. MisceUaneous: NTR

2.4. Investigations: NTR

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

C 4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

.
Saved: DAYREP.DOC
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

To:

From:

~IA
SRSG ~
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer(V-HQ)

HQCNPOJ;, ~
t DAiLy SITREP No. 32

Date: 19. March 1994

RECEIVED
OFFICE OF G~SG

, I

No. B~/ J~_-_•...__ .._-_.-- _._-..

Covering period from 18.03., 06.00 hrs to 19.03.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation remains mainly calm. The mixed patrols (CIVPOL/Gend) are continued for
increasing the security situation ofthe population ofKIGALI.

2. Other Aetivities:

2.2. Incidents:

2. 1.1. On 17.03. 1994, 21.00 hrs, a merchant has been assaulted in the neighbourhood of
KANOMBE by non-identified people. One of the bandits has been killed in a gunfight
with the military. GdN found an ID on his body and is verifying. Twelve (12) R4 cartridges
and two (02) machetes have been found on the spot. PMT GdN KACYIRU is monitoring
the case.

2.1.2. On 17.03.94, about 16.00 hrs, BIZIMANA Jean-Marie has been beaten at the KICUKIRO
market by locals for him being a TUTSI. He has been saved by a PYK. policeman and a
bystander.

2.1.3. On 17.03.94, during nighttime Mr. LffiERAKURO and his children were crossing the road
when two (2) persons arrived on a motorcycle. They shot one of the children, who got
injured. The person who shot could be Mr. SETffiA. PMT CIVPOL is investigating.

2.1.4. Referring to the weekly report No. 10, Incidents 2.4.1., concerning TOUMWINE James,
who was suspected to be a F.P.R. sympathiser. No charges have been withheld against
him. GdN closed that case. •



2.2. Accidents:

2.3. MisceUaneous:

N.T.R.

2

2.3.1. On 18.03.94,22.05 hrs, CIVPOL received information from F-O that the former Minister
ofForeign Affairs, who is supposed to be a member of the new gouvernment, means that
somebody wants to kill him this nigth. The PMT Patrol went to the place ofthe Minister
GOINCIRA and informed the local GdN, who placed three (3) Officers in front of the
house. KIBAT was also informed by F-O but the PMT did not see anybody of them their.

2.3.2. On 18.03.94,04.40 hrs F-O informed CIVPOL that at "Hotel Urugwiro Village" was found
a dead body. GdN KACYIRU was informed by telephone. The CIVPOL-Duty-Officer
went to the location, where an ambulance ofBangaldesh has already been, but they could
not find any body in this area. 05.10 hrs RUTBAT informed CIVPOL that it was not a
dead body, the person was only drunken. F-O was informed about the situation.

2.4. Investigations:

No new investigation case during the period.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

'-' 15 vehicles, still not enough to perfom). Civpol duties.
(2 ofthem are damaged after accidents, UNAMIR 417 and 1242)

14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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DAILY SITREP No. 31

Date: 18. March 1994

Covering period 17.03., 06.00 hrs to 18.03.1994, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

Basically the situation is calm except the daily incidents between the members ofthe different
parties.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. Referring to Daily Sitrep No. 28, Incidents 2.1.1., PMT GdN KACYIRU got the
information about 17 F.P.R. members arrested on 14.03.94 at KABUGA: These people
have been released on 16.03.94 at 12.00 hrs after having been interrogated by GdN. One of
the 17 (13 out of them are TUTSI) arrested stated they had been arrested by the
inhabitants ofKABUGA after a child (HUTU) had been killed there.

2.1.2. CIVPOL received information that on 10.03.94 one (01) person got stabbed at
NYAKABANDA. A't1irst GdN arrested four (04) persons. One ofthem, SEMUTWA
Jean-Claude has been brought to justice. He is suspected to be a "M.D.R. Power"
sympathiser. The victim was belonging to the "M.D.R. TWAGIRAMUNGU". The other
three (03) arrested persons have been set free. Further investigations will be done by
CIVPOL.

RECEIVED
OF!"!c"; cr; SRSG
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2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous:

2.3.1. On 17.03.94 a woman (she said she is Mrs ONAMPEKA, wife of the Second Vice
President of the PL-party) gave CIVPOL a phonecall and complained that MINUAR
Military had entered her property without her permission. CIVPOL checked out the
Military patrol who was in this area and talked with Capt. AFZAL from RUTBAT. He
explained that they had the order to contact the local population to become known of
them. They only had entered the property to see ifanyone was there. CIVPOL explained
this Mrs. ONAMPEKA and she was satisfied again.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

,

~

'-'

15 vehicles, s~ill not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, ur,gent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of milit1li-y diaps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL ~Q: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to ptot~t~ house.
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Covering period 16 0600 hrs March 1994 to 17 0600 hrs March 1994

1. General Situation:

The situation was calm in KIGALI, no mayor incidents took place.
CIVPOLlGdN are continuing mixed patrols for increasing the security of the population of
KIGALI.

2. Otber Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 16.03.1994 CIVPOL received the message that five (05) people were arrested at
KABONGA by GdN KACYIRU because ofbeing in illegal possession of45 grenades of
different kind of makes (Russian, Belgium, Chinese and South African) and 28 rifle
genades (South African) together with approximative 30 kg SAA-munition 7.65 for FAL
and KV and a some magazines. All stuff has been handed over to EOn. PMT GdN
KACYIRU is monitoring the investigation of the local GdN.

2.1.2. CIVPOL received a complaint from the RP.F. about an alleged killing ofeight persons on
the night of 15.02.1994 at NYAGATARE. RP.F. accuses the "Interahamwe".
Besides RP.F complaints that in January and February this year several attacks took place
against other people in this area. CIVPOL is investigating in this matter and will proceed to
the scene.
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2.1.3. On 15.03.1994, at about 17.40 hrs, five (5) people were killed in an ambush in KINIHIRA.
The unknown attackers were using A-47 and hand grenades. An Investigation Team was
send out to make the necessary inquiries. (56/PIS/94)

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. MIScellaneous:

2.3.1. Night Patrol at GIKONDO: Generally the situation at GIKONDO was calm. Most of the
inhabitants accepted the cmfew. There was just one "Bar" opened. A local Gendarmerie
patrol was sitting there but they did not act. It seemed that they did not want to close these
"Bar" because they had also drinks in front of them. CIVPOL will consult with the
responsible Officers of the GdN if their patrols have strict orders to control the curfew or
not.
At the area ofKIKONDO were no roadblocks. Only in the part of.KARAMBO were
placed three (3) roadblocks and at one of these, there were a lot ofdrunken and aggressive
people. The GdN told the CIVPOL-Patrol that by passing the roadblock they would attack
them. According to the GdN this part ofKIKONDO is the most dangerous area and it is
always a risk to go there.

3. Current Manoower:

51 Police Officers (three ofthem are still Security Officers)

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
One vehicle out oforder after accident (UNAMIR 417)
One vehicle badly damaged after accident (UNAMIR 1242)

14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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Date: 17. March 1994

To:

From:
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Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)
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HQ CIVPOL!li,~~
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//
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Covering period 16 0600 hrs March 1994 to 17 0600 hrs March 1994

1. General Situation:
,

The situation was calm in KIGALI, no mayor incidents took place.
CIVPOLlGdN are continuing mixed patrols for increasing the security ofthe population of
KIGALI.

2. Other Activities:

/
/

2.1.1. On 16.03.1994 CIVPOL received the message that five (05) people were arrested at
GABOUGA by GdN KACYIRU because ofbeing in illegal possession of50 grenades and
6 magazines. All stuffhas been handed over to EOD. PMT GdN KACYIRU is monitoring

/

the investi~tionofthe local GdN.

c
2.1. Incidents: /

I

2.1.2. CIVPOL received a complaint from the RP.F. about an alleged killing ofeight persons on
the night of15.02.1994 at NYAGATARE. RP.F. accuses the "Interahamwe".
Besides RP.F complaints that in January and February this year several attacks took place
against other people in this area. CIVPOL is investigating in this matter and will proceed to
the scene.

2.1.3. On 15.03.1994, at about 17.40 hrs, five (5) people were killed in an ambush in KINllIIRA.
The unknown attackers were using A-47 and hand grenades. An Investigation Team was
send out to make the necessary inquiries. (56/PIS/94)
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2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. MisceUaneous:

2.3.1. Night Patrol at GIKONDO: Generally the situation at GIKONOO walcalm. Most ofthe
inhabitants accept the curfew. There was just one "Bar" opened. A local Gendarmerie
patrol was sitting there but they did not act. It seemed that they did not want to close these
"Bar" because they had also drinks in front ofthem. CIVPOL will consult with the
responsible Officers ofthe GdN iftheir patrols have strict orders to control the curfew or
not.
At the area ofKIKONDO were no roadblocks. Only in t~ part ofKARAMBO were
placed three (3) roadblocks and at one ofthese there were a lot ofdrunken and aggressive
people. The GdN told the CIVPOL-Patrol that by P¥sing the roadblock they would attack
them. According to the GdN this part ofKIKONDO is the most dangerous area and it is
always a risk to go there. !

/

3. Current Manpower:
,

/

51 Police Officers (three ofthem are stiU,Security Officers)

I
/

/
/

4. Logistic:
/

/
I

/

/

15 vehicles, still not enough to!perform Civpol duties.
One vehicle out of or~er after accident (UNAMIR 417)
One vehicle badly 4affiaged after accident (UNAMlR1242)

14 radios, 1 base statio~ urgent need ofbattery chargers
UrgeBt need ofmili~maps.
Telephone installed)'fo 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as jtIuested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

/
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it n:ILY SITREP No. 29

Covering period 15.03. 06.00 hrs to 16.03. 06.00 hrs

c

1. General Situation:

The situation was calm in Kigali, but there is fear for the deterioration ofthe Political
atmosphere, ifthe RRT.G is not established in the near future.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

Maj. KAMANZI M. Frank (LO) of the F.P.R. informed CIVPOL that there are still 11
persons (or more of them ) hold prisoner at RWAMAGANA Gd N - HQ . CIVPOL is
investigating in this case.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous:

2.3.1 A meeting of sensibility was opened by the mayor ofKicukiro township for the
population about tolerance between the ethnic groups, confidence to justice and
confidence to the order forces. Three quarters will be visited until the end of this week

2.3.2 On the 14 March there was a meeting from the security council of the Kucikiro's district
in order to take efficient measures against violence and criminality. Suggestions were

given to the Prosecutor.



c

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to penorm Civpol duties.
One vehicle out oforder after accident (UNAMIR 417)
One vehicle badly damaged after accident (UNAMIR 1242)
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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c
Covering period 14.3.1994,06.00 hrs to 15.3.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

No mayor incidents took place in KIGALI and the situation in the hole country seems to be
calm.
CIVPOL carried out ten (10) mix patrols together with GdN since 4.3.1994 in the area of
KICUKIRO an GIKONDO.
Main the patrols had to handle problems with roadblocks, installed by local militia.
During the night from 14 - 15.03. 1994 no roadblocks were reported.

It's supposed, that the prefect's ofthe mentioned areas requested the population over the local
radio RTLM to omit such actions.

/....,....

'-' 2. Other Activities:

2.1. Incidents:

2.1.1. On 14.3.1994, at approx. 15.50 hrs, FO sent to XRO that there were 20 people arrested
because they were suspected ofbeing RPF members.
CIVPOL sent a patrol team out to investigate that marter.
After this investigation the patrol reported, that there were 18 persons arrested. They were
suspected to sympathize with RPF, but after a control by local GdN they have been
released and sent to there homes.
However, ·RPF is still reporting that these people are not free. It's said that they have been
brought near LAKE MUHAZI.
CIVPOL is investigating this marter.
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2.2. Accidents:

N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous:

2.3.1. A meeting should have taken place between an investigator ofCIVPOL and a member of
the GdN ofthe security Camp KACYIRu. The Gendarme didn't show up.

2.4. Investigations:

N.T.R.

C 3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
One vehicle out oforder after accident (UNAMIR 417)

~
ne vehicle badly damaged after accident (UNAMIR 1242)
4 radios, 1base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers

Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748, today it's NOT working because the line is disconnected!
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
The logistic situation is very discouraging.
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1313. March 1994

Covering period 12.3.1994,06.00 hrsto 13.3.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation remains mainly calm. The mixed patrols (Civpol \Gend) are continued for
increasing the security ofthe population ofKigali.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Incidents:

2.3. Accidents:

2.4. Miscellaneous:

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

N.T.R.

N.T.R.

N.T.R.

N.T.R.
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4. Logistic:

,15 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties,
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargers
Urgent need of militaty maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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Covering period 11.3.1994,06.00 hrs to 12.3.1994,06.00 hrs

c

1. General Situation:

The situation remains mainly calm. The mixed patrols (CIVPOLIGend) are continued for
increasing the security situ~tion of the population ofKIGALI.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations: N.T.R.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. On 12.3.1994 at 02.15 Hrs, there was a grenade explosion in the area of the Faycal
Hospital. No establishments were made by CIVPOL and there were no complaints in this
case.

2.3. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.4. Miscellaneous:

2.4.1. Case Nr. 44/PIS/94.Reported in the Daily SITREP No 12, item 2.2.1, on 26.2.1994.

Further investigations about 20 killed people near the stadium AMAHORO.
The information by Fox-trot 0 about the killing of20 people near the AMAHORO
stadium on the 25.2.1994, resulted that the information was coming from RUTBAT.
Further investigation by RUTBAT (Maj TAIF) resulted, that they didn't know anything
about this information. They were only informed that on 25.02.1994,2 people were killed.
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This infOImation was wrong. The GdN ofKACYIRU had no information about 2
murdered people on the 25.02.1994.
CIVPOL have got only the information that on the 15.02.1994 two people were
killed in the commune ofKACYIRU, by unknown perpetrators.
This case is closed and transmitted to the procurator under the number
34/CRIMlMW031KgU94 on 24.02.1994.
The background, political or criminal, is unknown in this case.

2.4.2. Meeting: Concerning the shooting ofthe Minister ofPublic Work a meeting was held on
11.3.1994 at the office ofthe Public Prosecutor in Kigali. Further decision's were made to
co-ordinate the ongoing investigations.

3. Current Manpower:

51 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need of battery chargen
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748, and 82038
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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DAILY SITREP No. 23

HQCIVPOL

To:

From:

Covering period from 09.03,,06.00 hrs to 10.03.1994, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation is quiet calm.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1. CIVPOL received a complaint ofMr. Faustin UWINTIJE, that he got an information that
two (2) local gendarmes want to kill his brother. A statement was taken with Mr.
UWINTIJE and CIVPOL will investigate.

c
2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. On 09.03.1994, 16.20 hrs, CIVPOL got the information that a grenade was found in the
area ofKARURUMA. CIVPOL informed the E.O.D. - Team and went together to the
location. There was one grenade, M 26 made in South Africa, in the bushes behind some
houses. The RO.D. took the unsafe and dangerous grenade to another place to destroy it.

2.3. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.4. Miscellaneous: N.T.R.
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3. Current Manpower:

52 Police Officers (three (3) Offr. are still engaged in the Security Sec.)

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, two (2) ofthem are damaged after accidents
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748 and 82038
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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To:

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP No. 22

Covering period 08.03,06.00 hrs to 09.03.1994,06.00 hrs March

1. Genen) Situation:

The general situation stayed quiet and calm.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1. Concerning the arresting ofthe driver ofthe vehicle, which was full with ammunition, a
team ofCIVPOL was present, when the prosecutor took a statement with the suspect.
(See miscellaneous 2.4.7 in the weekly report No.9)

c
2.1.2. CIVPOL received a complaint ofAdele RUGIGANA, including names ofa gang ofbandits

who killed her brother in November 1993. She complaints, that Gendarmerie arrested some
suspects but also set some ofthem free. This matter is already under investigation by the
prosecutor. Further inquiries will be continued by CIVPOL.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. On 07.03.1994 at 23.00 hrs some unknown people tried to attack the residence ofMr.
IYAMUREMYE, living in NYARUGENGE. The gendarmes who guarded the residence
ofthe Minister ofeducation (the neighbour house) shot a few ofrounds in the air.
Mr. IVAMUREMYE is the general secretary of the secret service and elected to take the
place ofMr. GATABAZI (Minister ofMinitrap). Nobody was injured or arrested.
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2.2.2. On 02.03.1994 in KACYIRUIREMERA area the men NTEYIRYAYO,
RWAKAYIGAMBA, MUBILIGI went to the house trying to kill MULISA and
NIYONSABA The population of this area protected the attacked people and the three (3)
men mentioned above were killed by somebody ofthe crowed. The gendarmerie REMERA
arrested one ofthem and started the investigation. PMT is monitoring the investigations.

2.2.3. In the night of07.03. 1994 the population ofNYARRAMA,area KICUKIRO/GIKONDO,
hurt a young man with 18 years called TOUMWINE James because they thought, he is a
rebel of the FPR. The PMT asked the gendarmerie GIKONDO why they did not bring him
to the hospital. The answer was that you have to pay first, than you get help from the'
hospital KIGALI. PMT brought TOUMWI:NE to the FAISAL HOSPITAL, where he was
treated.

2.3. Accidents:

2.3.1. On the 08.03.1994, about 18.30 hrs, the vehicle (UNAMIRNo 1242) ofthe CIVPOL
patrol-team KICUKIRO was hit by a rwandese private vehicle at the left rear fender. The
accident happened in the area ofKICUKIRO near the Boulevard ofthe African Union.
Nobody injured. The MP is investigating the case.

2.4. MlSCellaneou.s: N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

52 Police Officers.
On 08.03.1994 three (3) Bangladesh Police Officers arrived at the CIVPOL HQ.

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles (one out oforder after accident - UNAMIR No 417)
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers
Urgent need of military maps.
Telephone installed: No 85748 and 82038
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
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Covering period from 07,03., 06.00 hrs to 08.03.1994, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The general situation remains quiet and calm.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2.IlICidents:

N.T.R.

~

'-' 2.2.1. In the night from 04.03. to 05.03.1994 the gendarmerie ofNYAMlRAMBO arrested
DUFITMANA Ignace, living in KIMISSAGARA, because he took a hand grenade with
him. The local GdN is investigating this case.

2.2.2. On 04.03.1994, at 21.30 hrs, a grenade exploded in the sector ofREMERA, near the
Petrorwanda-station at the hotel "Chez Lando". Three (3) persons injured. Further
investigations by GdN REMERA.

2.3. Accidents:

2.3.1. The night patrol in sector Gikondo had an accident on 07.03.1994, about 23.00 hrs. The
UN-vehicle 417, Nissan Pick-up, was damaged in the front, by having a collision with a
road-block. Nobody injured. Report will follow.



2.4. Mucellaneous:

2.4.1. On 07.03.1994 there was a weekly meeting between CIVPOUGdNIMilObs hoJd at GdN
HQ. The mean points were the security in Kigali in connection with the mixed patrols of
CIVPOL and GdN in REMERA and KUCYKJRO areas. ..

,
According Col. RWARAKABUE the security is going better in Kigali after ethnic violent
events ofthe week before. Population which left their places are coming back into their
houses.
The Colonel also mentioned to do his best for increasing the good co-operation concerning
the daily night patrols, but there is an urgent need ofvehicles and radios.

2.4.2. CIVPOL is continuing the night patrols together with GdN which started at 04.03.1994.
The situation was mainly calm, there were only some road-blocks established by local
milices (this are young men ofdifferent political parties, which think that they are
responsible for the security in their areas). Sometimes the people at the road-blocks have
been aggressive against CJVPOL, but GdN could calm down the situation.

3. Current Manoowu: /0
49 Police Officer/"

4. Logistic:

15 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, urgent need ofbattery chargers;
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

,,"""'.
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSiON POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

Date: 6. March 1994

To: SRSGV
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP No. 20

Covering period 05.03'.,0600 hrs to 06.03.1994,0600 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation is calm except for the usual incidents.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1 On 06.03., 17.45 hrs 1994, Capt CLAES from Force HQ reported that there was a
suspect person at the entrance ofthe CND. The unknown person was in the possession of

a MOTOROLA handset. CIVPOL went on investigation to gather with local GdN of
KICUKIRO. The suspected was arrested and taken to the GdN ofREMERA.
CIVPOL is investigating.

c
2.2. Incidents:

2.2. Accidents:

N.T.R.

N.T.R.

2.3. Miscellaneous: N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

46 Police Officers (3 Po1.0ffr. are Sec.Offr. in the HQ Amahoro)

RHCEIVED
OFFICJ.:; 01." SRZO

r/;~i~ 1. ~..~ ..:.~y. ..

No. By fr ..



c

c

4. Logistic:

13 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Typewriters for'every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 04.03.1994 telephone line is installed to CIVPOL under telephone
number 85748.
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

\
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1\ / Date: 3. March 1994
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HECEIVED

Ol"Fl Ci: Ci:' CRSG

r..l. \L'l '. 3.- '}.~ 1..'(: .

To:

From:

SRSQj
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

HQ CIVPOLtit.~ No. By (?y

DAILY SITREP No.17

Covering period 2.3.1994,06.00 hrs to 3.2.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:
The general situation remained mainly calm.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.2. Gend KICIKIRO handed over a list ofeighteen (18) killed persons to CIVPOL.
This persons have been killed since the death ofMinister BUCUYANA
CIVPOL is investigating.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. On 3.3.1994, about 05.00 hrs, M.R.N.D. and C.D.R. followers gathered and attacked a
house in the area ofKIMlliURURA. It was reported, that two peoples have been killed.
CIVPOL is investigating ifthere were political reasons or banditry.

2.2.2. On 3.3.1994,06.30 hrs, five (5) persons were brought to the UNAMIR FIELD
HOSPITAL. The civilians were injured by shrapnel's from a grenade explosion. Two
persons were reported to be seriously injured.
CIVPOL is investigating that case.



,
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2.3. Accidents: N.T.R

2.4. Miscellaneous:
2.4.1. CIVPOL received the message, that on 27.2.1994 in RURENGE six (6) civilians have

been arrested by RG.F. because the were suspected to be RP.F. supporters.
The arrestants were brought to NYAGATARE and in the early morning of 1.3.1994 they
were all released.

2.4.2. In the area ofGIKONDO on 1.3.19943 civilians have been arrested by Gend/Nat because
of having hand grenades with them.

2.4.3. On 2.3.1994,08.28 hrs, CIVPOL received information about a demonstration, organised
by ELECTROGAZ workers. The demonstration in the area ofKigali centre was non
violent.

3. Current Manpower:

46 Police Officers, 3 UNCIVPOL Officers are still on duty in the Security Office ofUNAMIR
HQ.

4. Logistic:

13 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Furniture's for CIVPOL HQ are needed.
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

DAILY SITREP No. 15

From: HQ CIVPOL

t¥~ !'-lvj \'"

Date: 1. March 1994

Cute ...... .1 ,':'. 3 - ') Y'
N !?ro. By, r--

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

\)1- ..~A~
t ~M~ ~ {,.V"ae

FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

To:

Covering period 28.02,06.00 hrs to 01.03, 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL is receiving more and more infonnation about incidents and rumours which are referable
to ethnic conflicts.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations: N.T.R

~,,~-

~

2.2. Incidents: On 28.02.1994 around 1625 Hr CIVPOL received a message from a
unknown person that locals were preparing them selves for attacking
privet accommodation in the sector ofGIKONDO.
CIVPOL investigated this matter together with local GdN.During the
patrol there were no incidents and the area was calm.
During the same patrol CIVPOL met a person, Mr KURURAMGA,
who his house was robbed during the night of27.02.94. CIVPOL
investigated this matter together with local GdN, who started an
investigation.

2.2.1 On 27.02.1994 in the night, people arrested two (2) members ofFPR
who were taken to the GdN -ofMUIllMA.
CIVPOL is investigating this matter.



2.2.2

2.3. Accidents:

2.4. Miscellaneous:

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

On 28.02.1994 around 1900 Hr CIVPOL together with the local
GdN ofREMERA did a patrol in the area ofREMERA.
REMARKS: The "Couvre Feu" is not being respected.
A lot ofbars are still open after 19.00 Hr.
GdN appreciated the presence of monitors ofCIVPOL.
The area was quiet.

N.T.R

N.T.R

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform CIVPOL duties.
14 radios, 1 base station, Battery chargers are urgently needed!
Urgent need of military maps, already requested but not delivered!
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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To:

From:

Date: 2. March 1994

SRSGI
--'FC

CAO
Senior Duty 00rer(UNAMIR - HQ)

(

HQ CIVPOL '-

DAILY SITREP No. 16

Covering period from 01.03.,06.00 hrs to 02.03.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation was calm.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1. On 25.02.1994, CIVPOL received information that two injured persons were brought to
KING FAYCAL Hospital. One of them died at 08.15 p.m. due to severe wounds of
stabbing. The second person left after minor treatment. Local GdN, Brigade Remera was
also informed by CIVPOL, who is investigating.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. The report of01.03. 1994 that on 27.02.1994 two (2) members ofFPR were arrested was
false. In fact three civilians ofRugenge-area were arrested because the had no ill with
them and so they were suspected of beeing FPR members. The three (3) persons in
question were released after checking their ill's.

2.2.2. On 28.02.1994 one civilian from Rugenge was arrested because he was in possession
illegally of six (6) hand grenades. Four (4) were handed over to the EOD team and the two
(2) others stay in the possession of the local GdN.



•
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2.2.3. One civilian person suspected to be FPR was wounded by the crowd in the Gikondo
district. He was sent to the Hospital. PMT Kicukiro is investigating.

-t.':: ~'1. On 01.03.1994 a Press-woman and a Representative of the Rwandese Human Rights
League visited the jail ofGikondo and Kicukiro.

2.3. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.4. Miscellaneous:

2.4.1. A meeting was hold between the Public Prosecutor, Chief of GdN Brigade Remera, Chief
ofC.R.C.D., CIVPOL Liaison om. Maj. Delporte and Investigation Team in the cases of
the attack against the minister ofPublic work. The result was that every party from his side
must go on with the Investigation on all aspects of the case to get a complete syntheses.

3. Current Manpower:

46 Police Officers (3 Police Officers are engaged in the Security Office - UNAMIR HQ)

4. Logistic:
;l ,:-.""""""

11 veh!cles, still not ~nough to perform Civpol duties. J~~._-~~;:2., rt: -'>
14 radios, 1 base statiOn II .t"-vt1lA/,, ~..c .... v;A.'-A/"·

Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed. .,..".- .- I ~_.- ....,../4-",- /0---:I) ~3
Urgent need of military maps.-·-- ~ .. -.\ \
CIVPOL HQ: as re~ested, 2 military guards are needed to protectthe house.' \

(Siiice-3 I:r.1994ientnmce·toCP-:::HQ)no teiephone-Iine~--~ ..-.-- .> !

\."~'"""""---'--,~~,-,.".~-~"" ..",, ,."" -,"'- ,<".
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

Date: 28. February 1994

To: SRS'lJ
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

( ') p_ KA-6l It 1Y'~.,;1"

L [(teG', ~
From: HQCIVPOL r-Y) -/

DAILY SITREP No. 14

Covering period 27.02, 06.00 hrs to 28.02., 06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL is receiving more and more information about incidents and rumours which are referable
to ethnic conflicts.

2. Otber Activities:

c

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1

N.T.R

On 27.02.1994 a family in GIKONDO was surrounded by a crowd
who intents to kill them.
KIGALI HQ was informed ofthe incident, also CIVPOL HQ.
CIVPOL informed GdN, but they refused to act because they have no
vehicle.
CIVPOL is investigating this matter.

Six members ofthe NSENGIMANA family were killed on the
23.02.94. The father, mother and four children died on the spot.
One child is at KIGALI hospital.
According to this murder REMERA Bde ofthe GdN arrested 12
persons. All ofthem are HUTU's. They are suspected ofthe family
murders because the GdN found some goods which belong to the
murdered family.
CIVPOL is investigating this matter.



•
2.2.2

2.2.3

2.3. Accidents:

2.4. Miscellaneous:

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

On Saturday night 26.02.94, people ofNYAKABANDA killed Mr
KAYIGAMBA, with light weaponS. He was suspected to be a
burglar. The victim is a TUTSI.
CIVPOL is investigating this matter.

On Friday 25.02.94, a young man was killed by people of
K1MISSAGARA. He buried two submachine guns, hide in a mattress.
GdN ofNYAMIRAMBO recovered the two weapons and the corps.
According the population, the man was a member of the FPR armed
branch. The GdN discovered a certificate pass to leave the Coy HQ
OPS RULINDO in the name ofSdt Ie class 33875, HABIMANA.
CIVPOL is investigating this matter.

N.T.R

N.T.R

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform CIVPOL duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Urgent need of military maps, already requested but not delivered!
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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To:
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Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)
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DAILY SITREP No. 13

Covering period 26.02,06.00 hrs to 27.02.,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL get known more and more incidents which refering to ethical conflicts.

2. Other Activities:

;Jf'~

'-"

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Incidents:

2.3. Accidents:

2.4. Miscellaneous:

3. CUlTent Manpower:

49 Police Officers

N.T.R

On 26.02.1994 an armed man has been killed by the population
in the sector ofNYAMIRAMBO, Kigali. There were found two (2)
guns by the man. GdN Nyamirambo investigates the incident
because there was found a letter of pennission to leave the
company QG OPS RULINDO and so there is the possibility that
the non-identyfied man was a member ofthe Rwandees Army. :
CIVPOL, PMT Kigali will monitoring the further activties. /

N.T.R

N.T.R



•

. 4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.

c
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ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

Date: 26. February 1994

,'~

.."

To:

From:

SRSQj
FC
CAO

Senior Duty 01~er. (UNAMIR - HQ)

HQCIVPOQ)~

DAILY SITREP No. 12

Covering period 25.02.,06.00 hrs to 26.02.,06.00 hrs

c

1. General Situation:

The situation is still tense because of the delay ofinstalling the BBTG.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Illl'estigatWllS:
2.1.1. CIVPOL monitored the case of 5 to 6 families from GIKONDO, which tried to get shelter

inside CND. The had left their residences because of insecurity in that area.
At about 06.00 p.m. CIVPOL and GendlNat escorted the people to a church were they got
shelter.

2.1.2. CIVPOL investigated in the case of the alleged murdering ofMr KALINGANIRE Joseph
a member ofthe M.D.R. Members of the Investigation Team visited CRCD and got

·infonnation's about that case. Mj BURAKALI told them, that the information about the
killing was not correct. The above mentioned person is still alive.
Further information's will be gathered by CIVPOL.
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2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. CIVPOL received message from Fox-trot 0 about the killing of20 people near the
Amahoro stadium.
At 20.45 hrs a patrol team proceeded to the stadium were about 50 people want to take
shelter inside the stadium. GendlNat was at the scene.
CIVPOL escorted the people, which had left their residences, to a church (CENTRE
CHRISTUS) were they could stay overnight.
The people told CIVPOL, that they have been threatened by bandits allover the day to be
killed.
The Cdr of Gend KACYIRU told CIVPOL, that two (2) people have been killed on
25.02.1994, about 10.00 a.m. in that area. He did not know anything about the killing of20
persons. CIVPOL is investigating.

2.2.2. CIVPOL also received the message about rumours in GIKONDO during the night.
It was reported by KIBAT-patrols, that in this area road blocks have been installed.
KIBAT patrols have been drawn back from that area. GendlNat reported that they
could not go to GIKONDO, because they do not have vehicles.
CIVPOL is investigating.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R.

2.3. MlSceUaneolls:

3. Cwrent Manpowl(r:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

N.T.R.

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

To:

From:

L.§B..SG
FC
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

HQ CIVPOL \\ ,'"

V\J ~ DAILY SITREP No. 11

Date: 25 . February 1994

Covering period from 24.02.,06.00 hrs to 25.02.,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation was comparing to alert status yellow.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Incidents:

N.T.R

2.2.1. During the monitoring concerning the BBTG on 23.02.1994, therewas an incident at
check-point KICUKIRO, Kigali. About fifty (50) bandits - anned with knifes one ofthem

~ with pistols - started to attack people in their houses and they robbed whatever they need.
The GdN didn't act because only two (2) Officers were present. CIVPOL infonned the
Commander ofthe GdN KICUKIRO who came with supporting gendannes to handle the
situation. Miss NYURAHUKU Appolonie was injured lightly and was taken to the
Hospital.

2.2.2. On 24.02.1994, at 14.10 hrs, CIVPOL HQ was infonned by radio about kidnapping of
the Austrian SCHOELLER Kurt. The PC, three (3) PMr and three (3) MilObs went to the
house ofMr. SCHOELLER at Remera, KIGALI. There were about one hundred (100)
locals in front ofthe house, because it was told that their guard was anned with a pistol.
The local Gendarmerie was present and the Off. in charge explained to the crowed that he
is investigating the case in present ofCIVPOL. At this time the guard was unweaponed so
the GdN made a house-searching, where a pistol, Stunn Ruger and one magazin filled with
15 rounds, were found.
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During investigation at the scene of the alleged kidnapping SCHOELLER carried a pistol,
GLOCK 17. Both firearms are legal but were confiscated by the local GdN.
GdN gave a statement to the crowd, which left the scene ofincident.
Approx. 20 local gendarmes were present during the action.
To protect Mr. SCHOELLER offurther attacks KIBATT was informed and based near his
house.
Nat.: SCHOELLER Kurt, 02.08.1929, Austrian, BP 491 Remera I, Kigali;

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. M"1SCel1aneous:

N.T.R.

C 2.3.1. CIVPOL was participated at the funeral of the Ministry Felicien ATABAZI at Butare.
The whole situation was calm. The GdN did a good job.

3. CuneDt Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station; urgently need ofbattery chargers
CIVPOL would need a separate radio channel, because CIVPOL radio calls are often
interrupted by "Charley 0".
UIpDt Deed of military maps.
CD/P-OL HQ: as requested., 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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To:
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l~~SG
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Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

HQ CrvPOLrR. It"'-
DAILY SITREP No. 10

Covering period 23.02.,06.00 hrs to 24.02.,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

The situation was very tense because of the intended installation ofBBTG.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1. CIVPOL received infonnation that on 21.02.1994 eleven (11) persons - which
demonstrated in the Ministry ofForeign Affairs - were arrested in the Brigade
ofNYARUGENGE. They will be visited by PMT Nyarugenge on 24.02.1994.

2.1.2. PMT/Gend KICUKYRO received the message that on 21.02.1994 the followers of
the killed President ofC.D.R., BUCYANA Martin, have beaten three (3) Tutsi.
No further infonnation available at the time.
In the following night about ten (10) ~"*Si wer.e killed in the area where BUCYANA
lived. CIVPOL will investigate further etails today.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. CIVPOL PMT/Gend KACYIRU received the infonnation that on 22.02.1994 six (6)
~utsi~by unknown Hutu in the sector on KIMIHURURA-Rugando.
• 'Mr. NSWNGIMANA Josef, his wife and four (4) of their children were killed. The

fifth child is in the Hospital ofKIGALI because the right hand is cut off GendlNat. is
investigating.



2.2. Accidents:

2.3. MIScellaneous:

N.T.R.

c

2.3.1. From 08.00 a.m. to 15.55 p.m. CIVPOL was monitoring on several check-points
together with MiIObs because of the intended installation ofBBTG.

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform CIVPOL duties.
14 radios, 1 base station; urgently need ofbattery chargers;
CIVPOL would need a separate radio channel, because CIVPOL radio calls
are often interrupted by "Charley 0".
lJrgent need()f military maps.
CIVPOL HQ:' as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line. .
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Date: 23. February 1994

From: HQ CIVPO

To: SRSG/
FC -
CAO
Senior Duty cer (UNAMIR - HQ)

DAILY SITREP No.09

Covering period 22.02.1994,06.00 hrs to 23.02.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:
The situation is very tense because ofthe intended installation ofBBTG and the murdering of
the Minister ofPublic Work and ENERGIE and the President of C.D.R Party in BUTARE.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2.1. CIVPOL investigated in the case of the murdering ofthe Minister ofPublic Work and
Energy. A metting was hold at the office of the Prosecutor in Kigali.The purpose was
to change informations between Gendarmerie (C.RC.D.), CIVPOL and the Prosecutor.
Special Report (RetNo 178/94, on 22.2.1994) concerning the case was given to SRSG
and FC. Another Special Report (ReiNo 179/94) will follow today.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1. Some road blocks during the day because of the intended installation ofBBTG.
CIVPOL was monitoring the scene from 06.00 hrs to 14.50 hrs at the different check
points together with MiIObs.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R



2.3. Miscellaneous:

On 22.02.1994 CIVPOL (pMT KIGALI) received information about the killing ofMr
KALINGANIRE Joseph. He was member ofthe M.D.R.
It is presumed, that he was murdered in his house in MBURABUTURO.
CIVPOL is investigating.

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

c

/~

~

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, 14 radios and 1 base station; still not enough to perform Civpol duties.

Urgent need of military maps, please take action.

CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house because the
danger is increasing every day and CIVPOL is unarmed!
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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LSenior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

From: HQ CIVPOL

Date: 22. February 1994

DAILY SITREP No.8

Covering period 21.02.1994,06.00 hrs to 22.02.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

Several road blocks an the murdering ofthe Minister ofPublic Works disturbed the
population during night-time.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.1.1. CIVPOL investigated the killing ofthe Minister ofPublic Works ofRWANDA near
his domicile in KIMIKURURA. The Minister was killed by unknown people together
with one ofthe accompanying Gendarmes. A second Gendarme was heavy injured.
Special report will follow.

2.2. Incidents:
2.2.1. A manifestation with road blocks took place in the City ofKIGALI near the Banque

Commercial du RWANDA at "Rue de la Revolution" on 21.02.1994 from 15.30 hrs to
23.21 hrs. The manifestation was organised by the C.D.R. (Coalition pour la Defense
de la Democratie).
The Gendarmerie of the Commune NYARUGENGE observed the situation with about
100 officers. .
There were no aggressive actions taken by the manifestationers.
Only the presence ofKIBAT seemed to provocate the members of the manifestation.
CIVPOL was monitoring the manifestation from 15.30 hrs to 23.21 hrs.
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At 23.21 the Mobile Intervention Group ofGendlNat ended the manifestations by
assaulting the scene. F:oJ'f(~"l A{(al'vs
CIVPOL escorted about 30 the hostages, kept in the Ministryof~ to their
residences together with patrol teams ofKIBAT until 04.00 hrs.
No injuries where reported to CIVPOL.

2.2.2. Several road blocks were installed by unknown demonstrators during the night
because of the intended installation ofBBTG. CIVPOL is monitoring the situation
all th.e time.

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

N.T.R.

N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 base station
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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To: ISRSG-FC
CAD
Senior Duty rcer(UNAMIR - HQ)

From: HQ CIVPOL

-
DAILY SITREP Nr. 07

\

t

Covering period 20.02.94,06.00 hrs to 21.02.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation:

See below.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Incidents:

NT.R.

c 2.2.1. Political manifestations took place in NYAMIRAMBO, town area ofKigali on
20.Feb.1994. There were some roadblocks at "Rue de la Securite", in the morning.
At 07.10 hrs the information of an handgrenade explosion came in.
There was no person injured.

At 12.15 hrs the CivAfITeam needed the EOD-Team for founded handgrenades.

At 14.00 hrs the organisators ofthe M.D.R. (Mouvement Democratique Republicain)
meeting arrived. At "Rue de la Justice" the manifestationers threw stones against the
busses of the M.D.R.
The local gendarmerie interventioned and arrested some of the aggressive people.
The M.D.R.- Meeting finished at 16.30 hrs. Police Monitor Teams were on duty from
06.00 hrs. to 17.00 hrs to monitor the situation.
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2.2.2. CIVPOL received information, that on 20.02.1994 five persons were killed and one person
was heavy injured at RWAMPARA, Kigali. The injured person was brought to the hospital
by CIVPOL.
The first investigations disclosed that the persons were suspected to be robbers.
CIVPOL is investigating. Special report will follow.

3. Current Manpower:c

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

N.T.R

N.T.R

,.-
"w

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 Base station
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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Date:

To: ~SG
Fe
CAO
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

From:H~OL

Covering period 19.02,94,06.00 hrs to 20.02.1994,06.00 hrs

1. General Situation: Political manifestations are announced to take place in NYAMIRAMBO
town area ofKigali on 20.Feb.1994,0900 MS.
by M.D.R. ( Mouvement Democratique Republicain ).
Police Monitor Teams are on duty since 06.00 MS. to monitor the
situation,

2. Other Activities:

,,-
2.1. Investigations: N.T.R.'-'
2.2. Incidents: N.T.R.

2.2. Accidents: N.T.R

2.3. Different: N.T.R

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers



'.

c

4. Logistic:

10 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 Base station
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

c

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP Nr. 04

Covering period 17. Feb 0600 hrs to 18. Feb 0600 hrs

1. General Situation:

N.T.R

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

A complaint was received from Rwandaise students in Canada on 17.02.1994. The
students complain that during the night from 17. to 18. Nov. 1993 about 40 people
were killed in various places (Gitarama, Bugasera) by members of the RP.F.
CIVPOL is investigating.

2.2. Incidents:

A policeman of the PVK (pfefecture de la ~il1e de Kigali), named Karenyi Pascal,
shot a non-identified personwith his service gun at the COLLIXTE yard, GISHUSHU,
at about 01.00 Hrs. KARENZI pretends the person, he shot, was accompanied by three
(03) other people and that he did not aim well at the moment they started throwing
"fers de beton" (metal bars used in construction). The killed person was probably a
bandit.
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Identity ofthe involved Policeman: KARENZI Pascal
1955 inGishushu born
ethnic-Hutu

PM Capt Madouelespotted a lot ofcontradictions during the taking ofthe statement.
CIVPOL is investigating in this matter.

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

N.T.R

N.T.R

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

8 vehicles, still not enough to perronn Civpol duties.
14 radios, 1 Base station
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of mllitary maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

Date: 17.02.1994

DAILY SITREP Nr. 3c

To: 1~~SG

CAO'
Senior Duty Officer (UNAMIR - HQ)

From: H?/}:OL

Covering period 16.0600 Feb hrs to 17.0600 Feb 94 hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL cannot work 100% because of logistic problems, as mentioned below.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations: See below.

2.2. Incidents:

2.2.1.

2.2.2.

15.02.1994 at 2140 hrs a grenade explosion took place in a soldier's house
in GITEGA. CIVPOL was informed that two (2) soldiers had quarrels
concerning a house in which the grenade exploded. CIVPOL is
investigating.

The same night a young follower of the MRND (INTERAHAMWE)
arrested someone suspected to have killed one of them. They accused the
GdN ofNYAMIRAMBO to have neglected the case, and that they have
released the perpetrator. The followers of the MNRD blocked the road in
the area of the GdN ofNYAMIRAMBO to protest against the liberation of
the accused person. After negotiations with the unit commander the
roadblock was raised and the situation was calm.
CIVPOL is investigating.
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2.2.3.

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

CIVPOL received information from the GdN of REMERA that the child
(FPR sympathiser) have been beaten to death by locals in the GISHUSHU
neighbourhood.
CIVPOL started an investigation together with three (3) GdN officers.
At the scene locals told them that nothing has happened.
No further investigations in this matter.

N.T.R.

N.T.R.

3. Current Manpower:

_____""I.'lice Officers

8 vehicles, still not enough to perform Civpol duties.
14 radiosff Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.

! Urgent need of military maps.
1 CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.

Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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UNAMIR - CIVPOL - HQ

To: SRSGJ
FC
CAO
Senior Duty {;rcer (UNAMIR - HQ)

From: HQ CIVPOL

DAILY SITREP Nr. 02

Covering period IS.Feb. 0600hrs to l6.Feb.0600hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL cannot work 100% because of logistic problems, as mentioned below.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:
The brother of the Fe's cook, GAFFIZI Jonas, died on 13.2.1994. It was presumed, that
he was poisoned. Investigations from CIVPOL resulted, that he died by natural reasons
(malaria). The death certificate will be picked up by CIVPOL. No further investigations.

2.2. Incidents:
CIVPOLlMonitor Team RUGENGE reported, that GendlNat had located a mine near a
gasoline station at Boulevard de loua, Kigale.
CIVPOL investigators conducted inquiries, which disclosed, that the object was a "M-lil
Chemical Cleaner", which is used by military to decontaminate vehicles. EOD was
contacted. They stated, that there is no danger and the object was handed over to Genc!.
"Sector RUGENGE".
PMT NYAMIRAMBO received information, that one man was arrested on 13.2.1994
in NYAKABANDA by the Brigade of Gend. He was caught with a grenade, Type M 26
and a military knife. No further investigations.

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

N.T.R.

Nothing
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3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

4. Logistic:

5 vehicles, still not enough to perfonn Civpol duties.
14 radios
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed.
Urgent need of military maps.
CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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Covering period 14.Feb. 0600hrs to 15.Feb.0600hrs

1. General Situation:

CIVPOL cannot work 100% because of logistic problems, as mentioned below.

2. Other Activities:

2.1. Investigations:

2.2. Accidents:

2.3. Different:

3. Current Manpower:

49 Police Officers

N.T.R.

4. Logistic:

)

5 vehicles, still not enough to petform Civpol duties. t S' ~
14 radios
Typewriters for every section (6) are urgently needed. r

CIVPOL HQ: as requested, 2 military guards are needed to protect the house.
Since 31.1.1994 (entrance to CP-HQ) no telephone line.
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